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CALCULATED AND MEASURED STRESSES IN SIMPLE PANELS SUBJECT TO INTENSE RANDOM
ACOUSTIC LOADING INCLUDING THE NEAR NOISE FIELD OF A TURBOXET ENGINE 1

By LESm W. LAWITEItand ROBERT‘W. Hiss

SUMMARY

Flat 2?01?4-13aluminum pantii measuring 11 incha by 13
inclws were tested in the near tie jiil.ds of a .@.ch air jet
and turbojet engine. The stres8t% which were developed in
the panels are compared with those cm?.m?atedby generalized
harmonic analysis. The calculated and measured strwws were
found to be in good agreement.

h order to make tlw strew cuLxdaiwrM, wpplementary da%
rdating to the tran$f’er characteristi.w, damph#, and static
rtxponse of jlat and curved pands under periodic loading are
naessarq and were determined experimmtally. In addition,
an appendix coni!aining detai?ed data on the n-mr pre-ssure
@d of the turbojet engine h inch.uied.

INTRODUCTION

TIIe problem of structural vibration due to acoustic loading
has steadily become more severe particularly because of the
widespread use of turbojet engines. Large areas such as
wing and fuselage surfaces of the aircraft are exposed to
intense random pressure fluctuations. These pressure fluctu-
ations may induce many millions of loading cycles in a single
flight and can thus cause fatigue of panels and seeondaxy
structure.

One of the prime needs in this problem is a means of
determining, in the design stage, the magnitude of stresses
that will be encountered by a given panel. The present
paper, therefore, is concerned with the evaluation of the
merits of rLpower-spectrum approach suggested by Miles
as a means of predicting panel stresses. A family of simple
test panels ranging in thickness from 0.032 inch to 0.081 inch
was tested in the near sound field of an afterburner-equipped
turbojet engine. These trots are an extension of reference 1
in that esTerimental and calculated stresses due to higher
acoustic loadings are compared.

The presentation in reference 2 has been extended by a
more complete description of the techniques used in obtaining
calculated stresses. Also, because the calculation of stress
for a given panel requires knowledge of the acoustic pressure
loading and because very little data of this type are available
in the literature, an appendix giving some detailed informa-
tion on the near-field noise characteristics of the engine is
included.

ISupemecksNACATecbnkalNottI4676by I.eslleTV.kltex md RobertW. Hes$1957.

SYMBOLS

frequency
damped natural frequency
impedance of panel at frequency w
power spectrum of noise input
power spectral density of noise at frequency~m
pomr spectrum of stres response

mean-square stress

root-mean-square stress
stress amplitude
static stress, positive in compression
static stre9s per unit static pressure
damping as fraction of critical damping
root-mean+quare acoustic siren pressure, psi

jet tailpipe diameter
axial distance from engkm exit plane along lines

15° off jet center line
overall sound pressure, psi or dynes/cm9 ~
distanca horn jet 15° boundary
radius of curved panels

a=20104m%m)where p is in dynes/cm2

t thickness

APPARATUS

PANELCONFIGURATIONS

Flat panel.—In this investigation the response of both ilat
and ctied panels was studied. The tests were made on
20z4-T3 ~~u pane~ ~th t,hicbesses of 0.032 inch,

0.040 inch, 0.064 inch, and 0.081 inch. The flat panels had
overal &nensions of 11 inches by 13 inches and were
attached to a rigid l-inch-thick aluminum plate by romld-
head bolts. The main features of this cor@uration are show-n
in figure 1 (a). The use of the rigid frame for mounting the
panels avoided the additional complications which might
arise from support flexibility. The bolt fastening was used to
facilitate the attachment of panels to the mounting frame.

Curved panels.—I’or the tests with curved panels, the con-
fi=grcations consisted of flat panels rolled to the desired radius
of 4 feet and mounted on a curved steel frame of the same
radius. As shown in figure 1 (b), this ii-ame was rdt ached to
the same type of rigid aluminum plate as was used for tho
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(b)
(a) Flat panel.

(b) Curved panel.

FIGUREl.—Detaik of test panek.

flat panels. The panel attachment to the tie was identical
to that used With flat panels.

PANRLMOUNTINGCONDITIONS

Laboratory mounting ,—The tests were divided into two
parts—laboratory tests and field tests. Figure 2 shows
schematically the two mounting conditions employed in ‘the
tests. Fi.gme 2 (a) shows the laboratory mounting which
consisted of a steel chamber, 18 inches in diameter and 12
inches deep, with a flange on the open end to permit attach-
ment of the panel mounting plate. This chamber was con-
venient for applying either a positive or a negative pressure
to the back side of the panel so that its static characteristics
could be studied. During the laboratory tests this chamber
behind the panels was filled with a porous material having
rather poor sound-absorbing properties.

Field mounting.-Figure 2 (b) shores schematically the
field mounting used for tests in the near sound field of a
turbojet en=tie. The panel vms mounted flush With rLply-
vrood surface in an attempt to simulate the acoustic environ-
ment of an isolated panel in a large reflecting surface. The
backing chamber for this mount was also of plywood and had
roughly twice the volume of that of the laboratory mount.
This volume was filled to about 80 percent of its capacity
with glass wool, vrhich is more sound absorptive than the
material used for the laboratory mount. Because this differ-
ence in mounting and backing or both was found to have a
large effect on the panel damping, the terms “laboratory
mount” and ‘%eld mount” will be used to differentiate be-
tween the test conditions throughout the report.

DISCRETEHIEQIJRNCXNOISEGENERATOR‘

For the determination of panel transfer characteristics and

f+ent

(d

(a) Laboratory mounting.

.
‘r-----Panel

,/

io/El

b)

(b) Field mounting.

FIGURE2.—Panel mounts used in tests.

damping for vdich an intense discrete-frequency noise input
was desired, the apparatus of figure 3 was used. This upprL-
ratus consisted of an air chopper or siren, which periodically
interrupts an airstream to produce pressure pulsations. The
siren is coupled by a short transition section to m acoustic
horn TV%@a length of 6 feet and a mouth diameter of 2 fed.
The siren itself consists of a stator having 6 ports and 6 webs
of equal width and a rotor of 6 ports of slightly less width.
These rotor ports alternately cover and nncovor the 6 stator
ports at a rate detehed by the speed of the rotor drive
motor. The system W~ capable of generating sound kwels
up to 160 decibels at frequencies of 100 to 500 cycles per
second. ‘

INSTRUMENTATION

The measured data consisted mainly of panel stresses and
frequencies and input pressure spect.m. Figure 4 shows
schematic diagrams of the instm.unent systems used to obtmiri
these data. Figure 4 (a) shows the strain-gage setup. As is
shown in figure 1, a Baldwin A–8 strain gage, which is roughly
% inch long, w-as monntcd at the middle of the short side of
the panel in front of a bolt hole for all tests. A conventional
strain-gage carrier and bridge system was used. Its output
was channeled to a recording oscillograph for frequency
observation and recording of time histories and to a thermo-
couple mean-square meter after iiltering out the carrier with
a 2,OOOcycle per second low-pass filter. Calibration of the

,. Tramsitian sectian

l~irenI ,4” I
1 ‘ 1 Expmenlial accw.iic barn I

FIGUEE3.-Siren used in tests.
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system for stress was made by statically loading a strain-
grige cantilever beam and observing the oscillograph deflec-
tion and then assigning to that deflection the stress calculated
for the system.

Figure 4 (b) shows schematically the instrumentation used
for measurement of noise inputs. For periodic inputs (from
the siren), tho lower system of figure 4 (b) was used. It con-
sisted of a dynamic-pressure gage, an associated carrier
amplifier, and a panoramic frequency analyzer. Calibration
of the system wag made by comparison with a standard
microphone of known sensitivity.

l?or random input, as from the 4-iuch air jet and the turbo-
jet mgirm, the system sketched at the top of figure 4 (b)
wns used. In this case a crystal microphone was used in
conjunction with a tape recorder. For the spectrum analysis,
plmyback of the tape records was made through a set of

)&octDve filters. Since the results of such analyses depend
upon the filter characteristics, they were corrected to
spectrum-level values (band width of 1 cycle per second) from
knowledge of the filter characteristics.

METHODS

In order to make calculations of stress for comparison with
measured values, certain characteristics of the input acoustic
loading and of the panel response wore needed. For the
loading, u representative spectrum of the presanre is involved;
for the panels the determination of the static reapome to a
given loading and the dynamic response to the equivalent
sinusoidal loading is involved.

NOISEINPUTS

In all cases, for either periodic or random input, the input
pressure that was used in calculations was measured at a

H-

(a)

(a) Stress.
(b) Noise.

FIG&EI 4.—Instrumentation used in panel teds.

point at the edge of the test panel. This practice was found
to keep the measurement relatively free of the radiation field
of the vibrating panel and results essentially in a value which
corresponds to pressure at a rigid surface. Use of this
pressure tacitly assumes unit correlation of presmre over the
entire panel. This assumption seems to be jusfied for the
fundamental frequencies of the panel models used in these
teats as indicated by the correlation data of reference 3 for a
similar engine. Further information on the noise pressure
levels near turbojet engines is presented in reference 4 and
in the appendix of this paper.

PANELCHARACTERISTI(X

In order to calculate the stress r~onse to random noise,
the static-stress response and the panel-admittance char-
acteristics are needed. The frequency-response curves for
each panel at various input-pressure levels were obtained by
positioning tho panel in its mount (either laboratory or field)
about 1~ feet outside the mouth of the siren and operating
the latter at _gonstant output pressure and various frequencies.
From the resulting stress response curves, damping and reso-
nant frequency were obtained. All static stress curves were
obtained with the panels in the laboratory mount by either
evacuating or press urizing the backing chamber to various
levels.

MRTHOD OF STRESS ANALYSIS

As Miles (ref. 5) has shown, th~problem of random excit a-
tion of a structum+l panel can be handled by a power-spectrum
procedure in the following reamer:

Consider that the panel behaves as a simple singlt+degree-
of-freedom linear system. Its response to an tiput at fre-
quency w is determined by the square of its transfer function
l/Z(Q)2 where

where
s, static stress per unit load

% resonsmt frequency
6 damping in terms of critical damping

If this system is excited by a random input which has the
power spectrum %(a), the output stress response %(u) is
given as

(2)

Integration of this relation throughout the width of the
spectrum yields the following expression for the mean-
square stress

(3)

which is exact when the input spectrum is flat and is a good
approximation for a system with low damping when the
input spectrum is changing gradually in the vicinity of uO.

It is primarily tith this latter relationship that the present
report is concerned, inasmuch as measured stress data are
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compared with values calculated from equation (3). In ad-
dition, it is proposed to apply this relationship, which as-
sumes a strictly linear response, to panels which are driven
into the nonlinear operating range and also to curved panels.

In addition to the root-mean-square stress response, there
is interest also in the time history of stress, for this history
undoubtedly affects fati=~e life. As Miles discusses in refer-
ence 5, a linear single-degree-of-freedom system randomly
excited is expected to respond at the natural frequency of
the system and at stress amplitudes which vary as a function
of time. The stre~amplitude envelope is expected to ex-
hibit beats at more or less regular intervals and this condi-
tion vms noted experimentally h- reference 1. From the
present tests, stress t~e histories were obtained at high
random input levels m-here the panel response is somewhat
nonlinear and also for the case where the load@ spectrum
cent ained a strong periodic component superposed on the
random components.

Figure 5 presents sample stress time histories for various
panels in the near noise field of the jet engine. at the 100-
percent engine+otational-speed condition and at the after-
burner condition. These sample stress records indicate the
response frequency of the panels but the stress amplitudes
m shomm in the figure me not necessarily relatifie. At the
100-percent engine-rotational-speed condition of the engine,.
the noise inputs to the panels are essentially random in
nature, vrhereas, for the afterburner condition, as is shown

100 0/0 rototimd speed

in fi=me 6, an additional intense discrete- frequoncv com-
.’

ponent is present in the input spectrum. It can be seen that.
for the 100-percent engine-rotational-speed condition, th~
stress responses for these three panels exhibit a beating
which was noted experimentally in reference 1 for much lower
random input levels:

However, in the afterburner case the records for the most
part lack this characteristic beating. This is believed to
reflect the presence of the stxong periodic component in the
loading spectrum. The 0.032-inch panel, which has a natural
frequency ahnost coincident with the periodic afterburner
component, responds almost sinusoidally as might be ex-
pected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NOISEINPUTS

Tho panels tested in this investigation vrere loaded ran-
domly by the near sound fields of a 4-inch cold air jet and n
turbojet engine operated at three thrust settings in order to
have a range of input pressures. The turbojet settings Were
(1) afterburner, (2) 100-percent engine rotational speed, and
(3) a condition estimated as 96-percent rotational speed.
Figure 6 gives sample spectra from the engine for the 100-
percent rotational speed and for the afterburner condition.
These particular spectra apply to a position 31.4 feet dmvn-
stream of the tailpipe and 1.58 feet from the 15° jot bound-
ary. The overall sound levels associated With these spectra
are in the range of 146 to 155 decibels.

.032” porrel

60 Cps

l?mmm 6.-Strain-gege response of panele to two different engine conditions,
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J?mmm (l.--Sample pressure spectra from the turbojet engine.

The shapes of the spectrum curves are typical of those
measured heretofore in the near field of turbojets (ref. 2)
and the increment in pressure betmeen the 100-percent engine
rotational speed and the afterburner condition is about that
exqxmted on the basis that the near-field pressure varies
as the square of the velocity. (See ref. 6.) In addition to
this incream t,here is also noted a very intense discrete fre-
quency component at 125 cycles per second. This com-
ponent is attributed to a resonant condition in the tailpipe
and has also been observed on some other engines. (See ref.
7.) This discreto frequency lies below the resonant fre-
quencies of tho 0.040-inch, panel and the 0.064-inch panel
and ]vns nearly coincident with the resonant frequency of
the 0.032-inch panel.

The spectru obtained with the turbojet at th6 estimated
95-percent rot ational speed and with the 4-inch air jet had,
in general, acoustic pressure distributions Arnilar to those of
figure 0, except that the levels were lomm. More detailed
information on the spatial distribution of pressure at various
frequencies is given in the appendix With the 4-inch jet,
overall levels were in the range of 125 to 135 decibels; with
the 95-percent engine rotational speed, overall levels were in
the mnge of 135 to 145 decibeh

PANELCEL4RACXEFUSTIGl

Stress calculations obtained by using equation (3) require
e.xpcrimental vrdues for several of the panel-response char-
acteristics, namely, (1) the static response per unit input
pressure, (2) the resonant frequency, and (3) the damping.
I?igures 7 to 10 present a summary of data of this type ob-
tained from the panels tested.

Statio stress response.—Figure 7 presents the static stress
response for the various test panels. Fignre 7(a) groups the
data for the flat panels with thicknesses of 0.032 inch to
0.081 inch; figure 7(b) gives the static-stress velu~ of the
curved pnuels. Differentiation is made betvreen loading with
pressure and loading with a vacuum on the back side of the
panels. As used in this paper, s positive stress is associated
with a vacuum on the back side of the panel. Although the
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(a) Flat panel.
(b) Curved panel.

FIGUEFI7.-Static stress oharaoteristica of ted panels,

method of mounting alloww slightly different bending mo-
ments for a given pressure or vacuum loading, the stre=
diilerences were found to be negligible for the flat panels in
the range of test, pressures shown. F~ge 7(a) indicates a
linear increase of stre9s with presmre loading for pre9sures
up to at least 0.2 pound per square inch for all panels except
the 0,032-inch panel, which was linear only up to about 0.0.5
pound per square inch.

In the case of the curved panels, the direction offloading is
a significant factor, as indicated in fi=me 7 [b) where it can
be seen that the slopes of the respective stress curves change
more rapidly as a function of pressure.

Frequenoy-response characterMics,-From the tests
with the siren, b which frequency was varied systematically
while the acoustic input pressure to the panel was held
constant at various levels, frequency-response curves were
obtained for the flat and curved panels of various thicknesses.

l?igge 8 presents sample results for a flat panel of 0.040-
inch thickness at three different input pressures. Peak stress
amplitude in pounds per square inch is plotted as a function
of driving frequency in cycles per second for root-meam-
square values of fundamental siren pressure of 0.001S4,
0.00366, and 0.0147 pound per square inch. At the lowwst
input pressure the response is fairly s.ymmeticd about the
resonant frequency which at that pressure is 148 cycles per
second. This type of response is typical of a linear system.
As the input pressure is increased to 0.00366, pound per
square inch, the response curve takes on a skewed form,
the peak now occurring at 163 cycles per second. As shown
in reference 8 this increase in pressure reflects nonlinwities
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FIGURE8.—F~quenoy-reaponse oharacteristim of flat p~els.
t= O.040 inoh.

of tho system whereby the stiffness is increasing with panel
deflections. Experimentally this type of response results
in n triple-valued curve for a certain frequency range within
which the curve is very difficult to define. For that reason
n portion of the response curve is show-n by a dashed line.
At the input pressure of 0.0147 pound per square inch, the
skmvness is even more evident and the peak occurs at a
still higher frequency.

The tmnde illustrated in figure 8 were found to be gener-
ally representative of all the flat panels tested, except, of
course, that the resonant frequencies are higher for thicker
panels

Figure 9 presents similar results for a curved panel with a.’
thickness of 0.032 inch and a radius of curvature of 4 feet.
Response curves for input pressures of 0.00114, 0.0114, and

5,000-

4,000

aom -
TJ

b-
2pCxl

I,owl -

0

, ,
I 1$1

Illllw’r-rln’lrrl100 400
Frequency,CpS

FmwxM 9.—Frequenoy-response charaoteristka of ourved panels.
t= O.032; R=4 feet.

0.0229 pound per square inch are given. As VUISthe cnm
with flat panels, the curved-pnael response is very nonrly
symmetrical about resonance at the lowest pressure and
tends to skew- to the right at intermediate pressures. Unlilm
the fiat panels, however, the curved panel assumes u responso
which skew-s to the left at the highest pressures. As shown
in reference 8, this @pe of nonlinear response is associated
with a condition of decreasing sti.tlness with defkt,ion in-
crease. For a curved panel this condition is probably due
to the tendency for the panel to dimple imvnrd in responso
to a prexmre on its convex surface.

Damping. —As is well lmown, either the height of (ho
frequency-response curve or its width at the hnlf-powwr
points provides an indication of the panel damping. IIow-
ever, because of the unstable range involved just above or
below the resonance of a nonlinear panel, the width is very
difficult to obtain experimentally. Thus all damping data
presented were obtained from the resonant amplification:

8=
u,‘

2 (%aJ .0

Figure 10 i.lluatrates the variation of dnmping ~ as a func-
tion of the root-mean-square vnlue of panel stress for flat
panels of thickness 0.040 inch, 0.064 inch, and 0.081 inch.
All data points shown are obtained from the resonant re-
sponse of the panel in question at a particular level of
acoustic pressure. In general, for the field mount it can bo
seen that at the higher stress conditions the damping in-
creas~ very rapidly with stress (or deflection). Also apparent
is some tendency for the damping to increase again at very
low- stresses. The reason for this increase is not known;
however, this tendency TVnS~also apparent in the earlier
tests (ref. 1) in which only low levels of excitation were
employed.

The fact that the experimental points for all thicknesses
tested fall on a common curve is a probable indimtion thnb,
for the range of panel thicknesses tested, damping is pri-
marily dependent upon stress level. The average damping
curve for flat panda of 0.040 inch, 0.064 inch, and 0.081

.12

Jo
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m

‘D 100 IOLOO ICwJ3

>Ymi

, l?mmm 10.—Damping charaokiatics of flat pmels.
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inch in the laboratory mount is given by the dashed curve.
(See fig. 10.) This curve illustrates clearly the sign.iflcance
of the mounting conditions since the laboratory mount with
its less absorptive backing material yields appreciably lower
V~hWS of damping. Damping for the curved panels was
found to vary only slightly from that of the flat panels at
the high stresses encountered with turbojet excitation.

PROCEDUREFOllOALCULATmGSTRESS

The success in using equation (3) to predict strees due to a
rrmdom input depends to a large extent on the use of experi-
mentally determined quantities. In order to facilitate these
calculations, equation (3) can be. rewritten m follows:

()

4a +’J
>W=& —

7T%S$

where the quantities in parentheses have been shown to be a
function of the stress level of the panel.

A curve of stress as a function of input acoustic pressure

m
cm be det ermined by solving the above equation for Q ~

by using arbitrary values of ~ and the corresponding

e.spmimentally determined values of 6, i30,and Oo.
The data of figures 7, 8, 10, and 11 are used in conjunction

with equution (3) to determine the curve of root-mean-square

stress as a function of jet acoustic pressure
mshom

in iigure 12. For a given root-mean-square stress level, the
value of S’. is determined from figure 7 by using the relation

v8t=2@~>

The. damping 6 at the appropriate stress level is obtained
directly from the curves of &me 10. The natural fre-
quency co. is obtained from the response-curve data (such
as that given in @. 8) used in deteminin g damping.

In addition to figures 7, 8, and 10, curves of mean-squa,re
stress as a function of siren acoustic pressure such as those
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FIGWE 1l.-Siren preesure as a funotion of root-mean-square strem
for a 0.064-inoh panel.
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FIGURE12.—Comparison of oaloulated and measured strexes for flat
panels.

of figme 11 are &eful in the calculation of
+’<%)wha

SO is in the nonlinear range. These curves are constructed
from figure 7 and the average strmsdamping curves of
figure 10. “For Q given root-mean-square stress level, the
associated siren acoustic pressure is iirst determined from
a curve such aa iigure 11. The quantity So was taken as
the slope of a secant line drawn between two points on the

curve of figure 7 at the appropriate pressure levels +@pl.

COMPARISONOFCALCULATEDANDMEARUREDSTR12%9F9

A comparison of the measured and calculated stresses for
flat panels of 0.032 inch, 0.040 inch, 0.064 inch, and 0.081
inch and for curved panels of 0.032 inch with radii of 8 feet
and 4 feet is given in figures 12 and 13. Figure 12 relates
to flat panels and presents calculated and measured root-
mean-squme strewe.s as a function of input spectrum-level

pr-eJ <2.)
@ ~ for thickwmes of 0.040 inch, 0.064 inch,

and 0.081 inch. b each case the curve represents the
calculated stress variation and the points are measured
stress vahma horn tests with both the 4-inch laboratory air
jet and the turbojet.

For the 0.040-inch panel, the calculated and measured
stresses are found to be in very good agreement at low
pressures and the theory seems to be generally conservative
(
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FICWRE13.—Effect of curvature on calonlated and measured StrEXISof
0.032-inch 2024-T3 panels.

at the higher premures. For the 0.081-inch panel only low-
pressure data were obtained, but over the range tssted the
calculated and measured values are in excellent agreement.
Thus it appears from figure 12 that equation (3) will yield
stress values mbich are in fairly good agreement with mess- -
ured values on flat panels over a wide range of input pressures
rmd for a doubling of panel thiclmess.

The fact that the analysis is in such good agreement with
experimental results for both the 4-inch air jet and the
turbojet engine seems to indicate that the correlation length
is a function of fkequency and not of jet size.

Figure 13 compares calculated and measured stresses for
a panel of given thiclmess (0.032 inch) having diilerent radii

of- curvat~e. Again the root-mean-square stress @ is
plotted as a function of root-mean+quare spectrum-level

P--e+fe) The upper curve and associated points

allow comption of calculated and measured stresms for a
flat panel (R= CO). The agreement is similar to that of
iigure 12 for thicker panels, although the pressure mnge for
the 0.032-inch panels is more limited. As the radius of
curvature is decreased to 4 feet, the agreement botwmn
calculated and measured stresses is still rather good, the
theory being consistently conservative.

CONCLUSIONS

An investigation was made of the stress response of simple
flat and curved rectangular panels to random acoustic noise.
In addition, this stress response was calculated by using
general harmonic-analysis methods. This investigation in-
dicated the following conclusions:

1. At input pressures of the order of those encountered in
full-scale configurations, the panels are somewhat nonlimmr.
With flat panels this nonlinearity involves a stiffening spring
constant; with curved panels the nonlinearity involves a
decreasing spring constant.

2. Within reasonable limits in the stress range of the
tests, the combined structural and radiation damping of flat
panels is independent of panel thickness and depends only
upon panel stress or deflection. Damping increases rapidly
with stress at the higher stresses.

3. The generalized harmonic analysis predicts stresses
which are in fair agreement with measured values for flat
panels and for curved panels of radius 4 feet over the range
of input preasnres tested.

LANGLEY AERONA~CAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY Commm FOR &IRONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 3,196’7.



APPENDIX

NEAR NOISE FIELD OF THE TURBOJET ENGINE

Because of the rather limited near-field noise data from
full-scale turbojets, particularly for afterburning conditions,
it seems advisable to include more detailed results of the
survey taken with an engine. The near field vms explored
nlong lines parallel to the theoretical 15° jet boundary at
radial distances of 0.79 foot, 1.58 feet, and 3.16 feet for the
engine under 100-percent rotational-speed conditions and for
afterburner operation. The thrust and nozzle diametars for
the 100-percent rotational-speed and for the afterburner con-
ditions were 2,780 pounds at 15.38 inches and 3,390 pounds
@ 17.5 inches, respectively. In addition, data from another
turbojet engine were obtained at a powtx condition estimated
to be at 95-percent rotational speed for a thrust of approxi-
mately 2,300 pounds and a nozzle diameter of 15.38 inches.
I?igures 14 and 16 p&.sent some of the results obtained.

Figure 14 includes a plot of overall sound pressure as a
function of slant distance z for 100-percent rotational-speed
nncl afterburner conditions of the engine. Radial distances
of 0.79 foot, 1.58 feet, and 3.16 feet are given for afterburner
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F[amm l. L—Overall near-field sound preesures at various axial and
radfnl distances from the turbojet engine.

620507+~7

operation and radial distances of 1.58 feet and 3.16 feet
given for the 100-percent rotationakpeed condition.

am
In

general, these curves indicate that the largest pressures occur
farther downstream of the tailpipe as the radial distance is
increased. This result is in agreement with the model-jet
trends reported in reference 6. Also apparent is the fact
that, at stations just downstream of the nozzle, the pressures
decrease very rapidly with radial distance; whereas, at sta-
tions farther downstream there is only a slight decrease of
pressure with radial distance. Comparison of the after-
burner and 100-percmt rotational-speed curves shows that
operation of the afterburner increases the pressure fluctua-
tions by as much as a factor of 5 in some locations. Of
course, this particular engine is somewhat unique in that (as
discussed previously) it resonates during afterburning and
the periodic noise of that origin dominates the spectrum,
particularly at stations near the tailpipe.

Figures 15 (a), 15 (b), and 15 (c) illustrate the spatial
distribution of spectrum-level pressure at various frequencies
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Fmmm 15.—Near-field sound pressures of the turbojet engine at
various frequenoios as a functilon of axial and radial distances.
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FIGURE15.-Continued.

for radial distant.ea of 0.79 foot, 1.58 feet, and 3.16 feet,
respectively. Figure 15 (a), for d=O.79 foot, presents only
data from afterburner operation; @wes 15 (b) and 15 (c)
include data at the 95-percent and 100-percent rotational-
speed conditions.

In general, these results indicate that the mtium pres-
sure at a given frequency occurs at some distance downstream
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I?murm 15.—Concluded.

of the tailpipe. As the engine rotational speed (and-tlm
jet velocity) is increased, the point of mtium pressure fol
any given frequency tends to occur somewhat near the tnil
pipe. Similarly, the high-frequency components tend 1c
have maximum pressure values nearer the tailpipe than th[
low-frequency components. As shown in reference 6, thi:
result is also in agreement with near-field results from un
heated model jets.
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